Sometimes, there are a project just to add new source information or new glyph shape of the existing CJK ideographs. This was called as Internal/Horizontal supplementation (IS/HS)

This paper proposes no more IS/HS on ISO/IEC 10646 after the publication of IS or amendments.

1. Addition of new source information is too expensive. UCS can not afford the cost for revising.
2. Mapping information for newly published standards should be included within the standard. It should not be re-published as an amendment of the ISO/IEC 10646.
3. Addition of glyphs may mean nothing from unification principle view point.
4. This principle may apply any scripts if applicable.
5. If necessary, all information can be available to public by mean of out side ISO/IEC standard such as web-site of individual or private group. (to be informative).

---end---